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I. “Why twist your tongue?” 

T HAS OFTEN BEEN SAID that it may be possible to take the Jews out 
of exile but it is almost impossible to take the exile out of the Jews. I. 
Even-Zohar, in «Who Is Afraid of the Hebrew Culture?» (Zohar 2005: 

p. 166), asks indeed to what extent the immigrants, mostly Eastern 
European, who came to Palestine towards the end of the 19th century and 
later to the State of Israel, have in fact replaced their old Diaspora Jewish 
culture by a new Hebrew one – that is, a culture which was in many 
crucial ways very different from their European cultures of origin. He 
quotes, in this respect, the anecdote of the old woman selling her apples in 
broken Hebrew at the beginning of the 1950s in Tel-Aviv: when asked by a 
Yiddish speaker passer-by, «Grandma, why twist your tongue, speak plain 
Jewish [Yiddish]», she replies, «what can we do, uncle, we are after all in 
exile!» (quoted from the collected anecdotes by S. Landmann 1962).  

Hebrew-Aramaic, Hebrew-Arabic, Hebrew-Ladino, Hebrew-Yiddish, 
Hebrew-German, Hebrew-Russian/Polish. To be sure, multilingualism, in 
all its multifarious forms, had been a central feature of Hebrew literature 
and culture through the ages. Thus, when the literary critic R. Alter (Alter 
1994: p. 12-22) defines what, according to him, are the three underlying 
anomalies of Modern Hebrew literature – namely, the three important 
linguistic-cultural factors which to a large extent provide Hebrew 
literature with much of its distinctive character – he stresses this 
literature’s remarkable literary longevity, its originally ideological 
character and, very importantly, its significant historically multilingual 
contexts. The continuous diglossia of Diaspora Jews meant in fact that 
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Hebrew – which ceased to be spoken around the second century C.E. but 
continued serving as a multi-purpose medium of written communication 
for the next two thousand years – had constantly been in some sort of 
dialogue, opposition or tension with the Romance, Germanic, Slavic, 
Arabic and other vernaculars adopted by Jews in their different linguistic 
environments.  

By the end of the eighteenth century, the Hebrew writers of the  
Hebrew Enlightenment1 who led the modernizing literary movement in 
Central Europe chose to compose their works in a language they did not 
speak, Hebrew, while the native language of most of them was some 
Judeo-German vernacular, later to be called Yiddish, and their literary 
models were borrowed from European languages they gradually became 
familiar with, in particular German, Russian, and Polish. The result of this 
specific multilingual situation was in a way precisely the opposite of what 
we shall be looking at in the present article: that is, the texts produced by 
the Hebrew Enlightenment writer show a particularly puristic zeal in their 
use of Biblical Hebrew and hint at their struggle not to leave behind any 
traces of their other background languages, thereupon carefully discarding 
their multilingual condition. For in this prevernacular European period, as 
is well known, the choice of Hebrew as the language of literary use 
involved complex issues of cultural identity. The linguistic choice of 
Hebrew implied that a position was being staked out against other rival 
positions such as the ones represented, for example, by Yiddish or German 
or Russian. Hebrew, Alter (1994: 4) concludes, «was always in some way a 
contested language, compelled to emulate, outdo, and incorporate linguistic 
rivals». 

With the “normalization” of Hebrew and its establishment as an all-
purpose vernacular between 1890 and 1948 in Ottoman and British-ruled 
Palestine, it is interesting to observe that the multilingual factor does not 
entirely disappear, as one might have expected given the change from 
multilingual to unilingual conditions for Hebrew. Multilingualism, I would 
like to argue, actually comes to occupy a different place with a different 
role in contemporary Israeli literature. What was until the end of the 19th 
Century mainly an underlying and very often a hidden condition – i.e. the 
various multilingual contexts of Hebrew writers – now gains open 
expression within the texts themselves. In this new phase, the fictional 

                                                 
1 The Jewish Enlightenment, the Haskala movement, aimed at bringing Jewish 
culture closer to the achievements of Central European cultures and may be 
schematically dated from 1783, the year that the first Hebrew journal began 
publication, to 1881, the beginning of the mass pogroms in Russia. 
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representation of language contacts involves the explicit presence of other 
languages. Foreign languages are incorporated within the Hebrew texts of 
such Israeli writers as David Grossman (1954-), Ronit Matalon (1959-), 
Gabriela Avigur-Rotem (1946-) and above all Yoel Hoffman (1937-). These 
writers explicitly foreground, unashamedly, these other languages, making 
certain thematic points as well as serving various literary strategies. The 
following section, for instance, looks at how the use of other languages as 
well as translation in Yoel Hoffmann’s texts provides a comment about 
the socio-cultural values of the Hebrew society in the pre-State period. 

II. Multilingualism: assimilation and rejection 

Multilingualism is an integral part of Yoel Hoffmann’s avant-garde 
writing. Acclaimed as one of Israel’s finest contemporary writers, Hoffman 
(1937-) writes enigmatic fragmentary texts, at the limit between prose and 
poetry in which the representation of multilingual realities of discourse 
plays a central role. His characters, mostly European immigrants, quote, 
speak and think mostly in German, Yiddish and Hebrew, unlike previous 
literary immigrants in Hebrew literature who spoke only Hebrew. There 
are likewise plenty of words and sentences in Hungarian, English, French, 
Arabic and Latin, amongst others. Hoffmann furthermore provides 
Hebrew translations of these foreign languages’ interventions in the 
margins of the text (and sometimes also within the text). Why all these 
languages and how are they presented? What sort of meanings does their 
presence convey within the literary text? What is the role of translation in 
these texts? 

Bernhard (1989), Hoffmann’s first long fiction, tells the story of a 
Jewish widower, Bernhard Stein, who has fled Berlin in the 1930’s for 
Palestine and ponders upon the death of his wife, Paula, upon history and 
the universe, against the background of Hitler’s rampage across Europe. 
Bernhard, like most of Hoffmann’s characters, is an immigrant to 
Palestine from Central and Eastern Europe who moves uncomfortably 
between his very different cultural worlds: his prewar European world of 
the past and the new homeland where he is now an alienated immigrant. 
The clash between these two cultures and the consequent malaise 
experienced by Bernhard is illustrated, for example, in the following 
passage (Bernhard 1989: 37 – my translation below2: 

                                                 
2 Although for the most part I quote from Levenston’s English translations of 
Hoffmann’s texts, I have nonetheless retranslated several passages here in order to 
stress and clarify my argument. 
3   The Hebrew original reads as follows : 
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In his childhood, Bernhard flew over Lapland on the back 
 of a wild goose.  Many and various things happened to him,  
to Sigmund and to Klara. Sigmund and Klara died  
and Bernhard came to Palestine on his own and married Paula 
 and Paula also died and throughout all those years  
Bernhard did not say even once “Ahalan” [a common Israeli greeting of Arab origin 
– my note].  
Those crop-faced types who walk all over Israel saying “Ahalan” are  
repulsive to him. He wishes to ask: “And Bernhard the son of Sigmund is  
he not a human being?” Sometimes short and skinny types (not in accordance with  
nature) also say “Ahalan”. And when Bernhard sees them he feels abashed as if  
they had exposed their nakedness to him.3 
 
Lapland and the wild goose. Bernhard’s childhood is imbued with the 

European cultural tradition as these references to European children’s 
literature (the wild geese from Selma Lagerlof’s Nils Holgerson’s Wonderful 
Journey) suggest. The main distinctive mark of cultural clash introduced 
by Hoffmann in the above passage is, however, linguistic. When he moves 
to his new homeland, Bernhard never once utters the native «Ahalan» 
(borrowed Hebrew slang from the Arabic expression Ahlan: `welcome’, 
`feel yourself at home’). What is more, he dislikes the Levantine natives 
who are precisely those who naturally say «Ahalan» and make him feel out 
of place, alien, foreign, marginal thereupon challenging his whole identity. 
Is he not a human being? Is there not a place for someone like him? Does 
everyone have to erase his/her foreign origin in order to make part of this 
new society? Bernhard’s position is revealed at the end of this passage 
when he declares that he is ashamed of those European immigrants, those 
«short and skinny types», who unnaturally say «Ahalan» and are quick to 
assimilate, willing to adopt a new culture and lose the old culture to which 
they once belonged.  
                                                                                                                          

 בילדותו ברנהרט עף בשמי ַלְּפלנד על גבו
 דברים רבים ושונים אירעו בו.של אווז בר

 זיגמונד וקלרה מתו וברנהרט בא לפלשתינה לבדו ונשא. רהובזיגמונד ובקל
 וכל אותן את פאולה לאישה וגם פאולה מתה

 אפילו פעם" אהלן" שנים לא אמר ברנהרט 
 בעלי הזפק שמהלכים בפלשתינה.  אחת

 הוא מבקש. מאוסים עליו" אהלן" ואומרים 
 וברנהרט בן זיגמונד איננו בן: " לשאול
 שלא כדרך" [אהלן"לפעמים אומרים " ? אדם
 .גם קטני קומה ודלי בשר]  הטבע

  וכשברנהרט רואה אותם הוא חש עצמו נכלם
 .כאילו הציגו לפניו את ערוותם
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Hoffmann’s fictional texts seem to indicate that the encounter 
between these diverse cultural worlds involves, more often than not, a 
tense confrontation. The various cultural origins which compose the new 
Hebrew society do not really form such a harmonious and unified whole; 
their dialogue moreover is a rather fragile and conflicted one. This 
particular viewpoint seems to be in accord with I. Even Zohar’s (Zohar 
2005: p. 166-168) argument that, despite the strong endeavor to eradicate 
the old Diaspora Jewish culture and replace it by a new Hebrew one 
during the pre-State period, in fact «neither during pre-State or State 
period does it make any sense to talk about the exclusive dominance of the 
New Hebrew culture over the entire population». Hoffmann does stress, 
however, the peripheral cultural position of this proud Jewish European 
culture which sadly fades away; «a marvelous pre-Zionist cosmopolitan 
culture that slowly sank into the swamp of Palestine» (Shaked 1993: p. 64, 
my translation). 

It is noteworthy that although Hoffmann’s texts are full of people 
talking, referring to language in general and making various comments on 
linguistic matters, there are hardly any dialogues in his texts. One of the 
many functions then of heteroglossia in texts such as Hoffmann’s Bernhard 
or The Christ of Fish is precisely to bring to the fore the multiple linguistic-
cultural realms that constitute the new Hebrew complex cultural fabric, to 
point perhaps to the turbulent deep structure which lies underneath the 
official unified surface. Each particular language which appears in the text 
clashes with, and is in opposition to, first and foremost, Hebrew, but also 
to the other foreign languages introduced in the text. And clearly what is 
at issue in the use of any particular language in these texts is cultural 
identity. Moreover the basic opposition at stake is the cultural opposition 
new Hebrew-old Diaspora Jew. The use of the various languages, amongst 
other things, reinforces the thematic point that these are cultural worlds in 
conflict. These languages are not there to sharpen any sense of mimetic 
authenticity (I shall return to this below), but rather to present fragments 
of different worlds which can hardly communicate with each other. 

In The Christ of Fish (1991), written in 233 small poetic units which in 
the original version are printed on alternate pages, the narrator 
intermingles his childhood recollections with events of his Aunt Magda’s 
life in Tel-Aviv. Aunt Magda is also a widow who came originally from 
Vienna and still speaks German after decades in Israel (my translation 
below): 

 
56 
She used to say: “Die Pumpe ist zerbrochen” and  
“Mittwoch kann ich nicht” and “Also ich bin  
dort um zvei” and “I wants Department Tax”  
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and “My husband passed away two years ago” and “Stell dir vor” and  
“Stellen Sie sich vor” and “wunderbar” 

 and “ausgezeichnet” and “leider” and “eigentlich”.4  
 
Now in the original Hebrew text the above sentences in German are 

not actually written in the Latin alphabet but are rather transliterated in 
Hebrew with full vocalization (i.e. the use of diacritics under the Hebrew 
mainly consonantal letters to mark the vowels) creating a curious effect. 
On the one hand, the transliteration is a way of incorporating what is 
foreign (the German language) into the familiar Hebrew frame (via the 
Hebrew letters). On the other hand, the full vocalization highlights that it 
is in fact unfamiliar (otherwise we would know how to read it without the 
help of the diacritics), alien, foreign. For vocalization in Hebrew is used 
mainly in poetry, in children’s literature, in special Hebrew newspapers for 
new immigrants learning the language, and in sporadic foreign words 
which are new and unfamiliar to the Israeli reader. Hoffmann’s use of this 
typographical technique conveys, I think, the parallel ambivalent position 
of his European immigrant characters. They are both inside and outside, 
alienated immigrants in a strange non-homeland according to Shaked (see 
Shaked 1993), constantly torn between the forces of assimilation and 
rejection. These German sentences are part of the text and receive a 
Hebrew guise; at the same time, however, they remain strikingly 
unassimilated.  

Hoffmann, then, uses here multilingualism as expression of non-
assimilation and even resistance. Now this particular function of 
multilingualism is far from obvious and it may be fruitful to briefly 
compare it with other cases of literary heteroglossia in different traditions. 
Leonard Forster, in his study of multilingualism in literature (Forster 
1970: p. 79), remarks, for example, that the polyglot poets of the 
generation which grew up in Alsace and Lorraine just before the First 
World War (Yvan Goll, Hans Arp, Ernst Stadler, René Schickele) had a 
very different and specific goal: «Growing up in these frontier provinces 
they all aimed at producing a climate of the mind which should be 

                                                 
4 The original Hebrew reads as follows (Hoffman 1991, unit 56) : 

 " ֶצְרְברֹוְכןְסטדי ּפּוְּמפה ִאי: " היא אמרה
 לזֹו ִאיש ִּביןַא"ו" ִמיְטוֹוך ַקן ִאיש ִניְשט"ו

 "אני מבקש מחלקה ִמסים"ו" דֹוְרט אּום ְצַוי
 וְשֶטל ִדיר" בעלי נפטר לפני שנתיים"ו

 "וּוְנ ֶדְרַּבר"ו" ְשֶטלן ִזי ִזיש פֹור"ו" פֹור
 ".ַאיֶגְנְטִליש"ו" ַליֶדר"ו" ַאאּוְסֶגַציְשֶנט"ו
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European rather than French or German, international rather than 
national». In a similar way, the use of multilingualism by the modernists 
Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot and James Joyce has been argued to serve the 
purpose of stressing a common European cultural legacy and of evoking 
associations of «a single Indo-European cultural tradition in multiple 
accents and local habitations» (Alter 1994: p. 8).  

To take another example, within the fictive worlds created in 
literature by such major Latin American writers as Guillermo Cabrera 
Infante (1927-2005), Alejo Carpentier (1904-1980) and Julio Cortázar 
(1914-1984) multilingualism is an important component. In Cortázar’s 
Rayuela (1963-), the novel’s actual language is Spanish but there are 
nonetheless several characters who quote, speak and write in other 
languages. Logie in her research on multilingualism and translation in 
Cortázar’s works (see Logie 2003), observes that Cortázar incorporates 
foreign languages in his earlier texts as a sign of cultural/social distinction, 
whereas translation is at first approached as a means of appropriation of 
international literature. Indeed, a recurrent preoccupation of many Latin 
American literatures is with how to define their place in relation to the 
European tradition (and since the beginning of the twentieth century also 
in relation to the United States). And translation has always had a 
significant role in this process. Writing on the role of translation in the 
work of the Argentine Ricardo Piglia (1940-), for example, his translator S. 
Waissman remarks that «from its beginnings Argentine literature thrived 
on the tension between the foreign and the local, between the interlingual 
translation of European literatures and languages and the intralingual 
translation of local criollo traditions» (Waissman 2001: p. 263). Piglia 
himself cites Esteban Echeverria’s motto in order to describe this dual 
relationship which is at the basis of Argentine literature: «One must keep 
one eye on the French intelligentsia and the other fixed on the entrails of 
our nation” (1994, quoted in Waissman 2001, p. 263). There is therefore a 
sense, I think, in which the multilingualism we encounter in Cabrera 
Infante or in Cortázar – mainly through the interference of the foreign 
component within the direct speech mold – reflects this dual vision and 
conveys, at the linguistic level, the relationship of difference and alliance 
with other languages and other traditions. 

In Hoffmann, multilingualism does not express any search for a «true 
national tradition». Rather, it points to what is insistently resistant to 
hegemony and unification. In his texts, multilingualism does not aim at 
conveying or reflecting a common cultural legacy of any sort. On the 
contrary, it actually maps a cultural-linguistic configuration marked by 
gaps and heterogeneous constituents.  
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III. Multilingualism and the play of perspectives 

The forces of assimilation and rejection identified earlier are likewise 
expressed by way of another representational strategy commonly found in 
Hoffmann and on which I would like to concentrate in this section. This 
strategy, furthermore, points out to the use of multilingualism and 
translation in order to convey narratological functions. It is illustrated 
below (The Christ of Fish 1991, my translation): 

 
65 
On the evening train they sat one  
in front of the other by a western window. 
Mount Carmel rose behind  
Pawel’s head. The window glasses doubled 
the sun’s reflection. Yet Aunt Magda harnessed 
her body to the locomotive and tramped, like  
a dinosaurus, through the fields of thistle, 

back to Tel-Aviv.5 
 
The words «locomotive» and «dinosaurus» (these are the actual words 

in the Hebrew original), which I have chosen to italicize in the above 
English translation, stand out in the original Hebrew text for two reasons. 
The first reason is visual-typographical: like the German sentences in 
section 56 above, these lexical items are fully vocalized (with the aid of the 
diacritics mentioned earlier) and stand in opposition to the rest of the 
Hebrew text which does not include full vocalization. Secondly, these 
words are obviously not of Semitic origin – they are all either from Greek 
or Latin origin which have long been incorporated into the German 
language. The combination of these two elements immediately suggests to 
the Hebrew reader that this is a foreign component of some sort, a lexical 
«island» from «abroad» hovering within the Hebrew text.  

Above all, these words give us the feeling that they are not «at home». 
For just as in the English translation I have offered above the words 
«train» and «dinosaur» would certainly sound closer and more familiar 
than «locomotive» and «dinosaurus», also in Hebrew these words do have 

                                                 
5 The Hebrew text  (Hoffman 1991, unit 65) reads as follows : 

 של הערב ישבו זה מול זו ליד חלוןברכבת 
 הר הכרמל הרחיק מתוך ראשו של . מערבי
 הזכוכיות כפלו את. אחורנית, ּפאּול

 אבל הדודה ַמְגָדה רתמה. בבואת השמש
 כמו, את גופה אל הלֹוקֹומֹוִטיב ושעטה

 בחזרה, בין שדות הקוצים, ִדינֹוָזאּורּוס
 .אביב-לתל
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more “familiar” and «natural» equivalents. And as a matter of fact, the 
first sentence in this same section does bring the more neutral «train» (in 
Hebrew rakevet) as opposed to the «locomotive» item, which raises the 
central question concerning the function of these specific foreign 
components in Hoffmann’s texts. 

These components are not - in contrast to what we find in other 
contemporary Israeli writers such as Ronit Matalon (1959-) for instance - a 
way of providing the text with an air of authenticity. In Matalon’s novel 
Sarah, Sarah (2000), we find phrases and sentences in French – their 
corresponding Hebrew translations appear as a footnote at the bottom of 
the page – which are part of the characters’ direct speech quotation and 
produce a certain impression of «typical» and authentic speech. In 
Cortázar’s Rayuela mentioned earlier the various foreign elements are 
mostly incorporated within the direct speech mold and serve to reflect the 
cultural status of the characters6: 

 
- The rest is silence – dijo Gregorovius suspirando. 
- Silence my foot – dijo la Maga, que sabía bastante inglés -. Ya va a ver que la 
empiezan de nuevo. El primero que va a hablar va a ser el viejo. Ahí está. Mais 
qu’est-que vous foutez? –remedó la Maga con una voz de nariz-. 
 
In Hoffmann, though, the specific foreign lexical items we have been 

discussing in this section are not part of a direct quotation. These ‘lexical 
islands’ are studded along the Hebrew narration without being translated 
in this case (as in Rayuela). The narrator, in these cases, does not openly 
quote foreign speech. And yet an oblique quotation is at work here. There 
is, I would like to argue, a perspectival interplay taking place in these cases 
creating very specific and subtle effects. To begin with, it is interesting to 
note that there is a difference between the first part of section 65, where 
the narrator is apparently describing the general situation of the journey 
on the evening train from a rather generic point of view (and the Semitic 
and more neutral equivalent of «train» occurs), and the second part where 
he specifically refers to Aunt Magda (this time the European and more 
charged «locomotive» occurs). There is a sense in which the narrator, as he 
zooms in to depict Aunt Magda’s particular experience of this journey, 
actually infiltrates Aunt Magda’s perspective within his narration by way 
of the foreign lexical components. Because «locomotive» and «dinosaurus» 
provide precisely this: they allow us to get an indirect glimpse into this 
                                                 
6 On the mixture of styles, registers and languages in Cortázar’s Rayuela and its 
relation to this author’s project of revitalizing the narrative language, see De Faria 
Coutinho 1982. 
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particular character’s inner world, her exilic European world, a Western 
world constituted among other things by «locomotive» and «dinosaurus» 
(and far less by trains and dinosaurs). We have, therefore, a combination 
of two distinct perspectives. On the one hand, the narrator’s more distant 
and exterior perspective of the situation, a perspective characterized by 
Hebrew’s centrality; on the other hand, Aunt Magda’s internal perspective 
in which the foreign words (which are neither «typical» or cliché) reveal 
something essential about the character’s inner experience of the journey.7  

These foreign words seem to carry some sort of subjective-
emotional weight beyond their referential values which yields a subtle 
intimacy; an intimacy which draws the reader into a different position, 
a closer and possibly more attentive one, regarding the text. The 
embedding of these particular foreign elements thus opens yet another 
channel within Hoffmann’s texts through which the reader gains access 
to unknown lives and emotions, i.e. to otherness.  

IV. When translation is not a footnote 

In The Christ of Fish not only German, Yiddish or Hungarian are foreign 
languages. In fact, Aunt Magda’s Hebrew is very much a foreign language 
in her mouth («I wants Department Tax” – “ ”מסים מחלקה מבקש אני ) despite the 
many years she has lived in her new homeland. It is worth noting that the 
specific section in the Hebrew original that we analyzed earlier (section 56) 
does not include in the margins (as it often does) a Hebrew translation of 
the German sentences. And yet the English translation made by E. 
Levenston (The Christ of Fish 1998) does provide English translations for 
the German sentences at the bottom of the page as well as the specification 
within brackets that these are German words and sentences: «“The pump 

                                                 
7 Accordingly, this mixed perspective which occurs all along The Christ of Fish is lost 
in translation if we fail to recognize the specific textual function these heterolingual 
elements perform within our textual framework (cf. Levenston’s translation below): 

 
65 
On the evening train they sat next to 
each other by the western window. 
Mount Carmel fell away behind  
Pawel’s head. The reflection of the sun 
was doubled in the glass window. But 
Aunt Magda harnessed her body to 
the train and charged, like a dinosaur, 
through the fields of thistles back to 
Tel Aviv. 
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is broken”, “On Wednesday I can’t”, “Well, I’ll be there at two o’clock”, 
“Imagine” (informal), “Just imagine” (formal), “wonderful”, “excellent”, 
“unfortunately”, “actually” (German)». The fact that the English version 
brings all translations at the bottom of the page – i.e. the ones Hoffmann 
himself included in the margins of his Hebrew original as well as the ones 
added by the English translator – and likewise the fact that the English 
text is printed on both sides of the page (and not on one side as in the 
Hebrew original) enhance, by the sheer contrast, the different effects 
obtained by the Hebrew original and its English version.  

The ‘footnote’ format of the translations in the English version may 
suggest that this is a practical aid device, aimed at helping the reader to 
overcome the multilingual ‘barrier’ of the text. The Hebrew original, 
however, with its translations into Hebrew in the wide margins, set 
typographically parallel to the text, uses the translation device in a more 
literary and integrated form: significantly, the translation runs parallel to 
the main text and not underneath; it seems to compose and constitute an 
additional layer to the text itself. It is part of the text and not outside it. 
There is a sense in which Hoffmann’s works ask from the reader to actively 
bring the translation into the text, to incorporate it to his/her reading, to 
include the translation rather than to leave it out (my translation below): 

 
100 
I remember. She said “ Ich bin verschnupft”                                       I have a cold 
and the word “verschnupft” rang straight from her nose.  
Not just the cold. The word too was in her body.  
Her sense was common sense. But her head stood 
in the window like an oil painting of a Dutch woman  

and outside, in the cosmic corset, ravens flew by.8 
 
Translation here is not a mere technical tool having the purpose of 

facilitating the reader’s understanding of the text. Rather, translation is 
used here as a literary device designed to highlight the contrast between 
what is known and what is not – the contrast between cultures which must 

                                                 
8 The Hebrew original (Hoffman 1991: unit 100) brings the following: 

 אני מצוננת"                                   ִאיש ִּבין ֶפְרְשנּוְּפְפט"היא אמרה . אני זוכר
 נאצלה מן האף" ֶפְרְשנּוְּפְפט"והמלה  
 גם המלה היתה. לא רק הצטננות. עצמו
 אבל. שכלה היה השכל הישר. בגופה

 ראשה עמד בחלון כמו תמונת שמן של
 ִניזֹון בקֹוְמִּבי,  אישה הולנדייה ובחוץ

 .עופפו עורבים, הקֹוְסִמי
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interact now side by side – foregrounding the tension between cultures and 
languages which are not alike and consequently require translation. In a 
way, the translation device is there to remind us that the passage from one 
cultural-linguistic world to another is not automatic or natural or 
effortless.  

Translation may take other forms in Hoffmann’s texts. The Hebrew 
translation may appear, for example, in parenthesis within the text itself 
and not in the margins as we saw above (The Christ of Fish, Levenston’s 
translation, section 154): 

 
I remember André and his second wife  
sitting on Aunt Magda’s old sofa.  
André said , “On s’habitue” (i.e.”one  
gets used to it”) and his second wife  
opened her mouth but never made  
a sound. 

 
We also find the interesting opposite case where the original European 
language is in parenthesis following the Hebrew sentence (The Christ of 
Fish, Levenston’s translation, section 43): 

 
When Berthe died, her husband, 
Adolf Hertz, came to Tel Aviv to pay 
Aunt Magda (this was in 1965) a 
“condolence visit”. He sat, I remember,  
next to the harpsichord, in summer,  
wearing a black suit. “Just imagine,  
Frau Hirsch,” he said, “to this  
very day I am still eating the cucumbers 
(he said Gurken) that my late wife 
pickled.” 
 
I have argued that the diverse representational strategies involving 

multilingualism and translation in Hoffmann have the effect of 
foregrounding the interlingual and intercultural tension between the new 
Hebrew and the European foreign languages marked by the old Diaspora 
Jew. Now the example above (section 43) suggests yet another effect of the 
use of languages and translation in Hoffmann; namely, the drawing of the 
reader’s attention to the opposition between language as reported object 
and language as reporting vehicle. 

For one thing, the narratorial voice enclosed in the above second 
brackets «(he said Gurken)» intrudes in the text, as it were, to warn us 
against both the linguistic standardization as well as the 
«antireproductive» operation produced by the direct speech reported in 
Hebrew. For if the direct speech is supposed to reproduce without 
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interference the actual words of the reportee, how accurate and neutral can 
we trust it to be if the original language of the reportee has been 
substituted by the language of the reporter. The «original-in-brackets» 
device exposes what Sternberg (1982) has called the «direct speech 
fallacy», i.e. the fallacy based on the premise that if direct speech 
can(potentially) reproduce the original speaker’s words, it then follows 
that it must or ought to or in fact always does so. Because, as this scholar 
shows, «there is no level or aspect, down to the propositional content itself, 
that is immune against control and manipulation on the reporter’s part» 
(Sternberg 1982: p. 68). So interference is apparently quite inevitable.  

In our particular case, the control and manipulation on the reporter’s 
part within the direct quotation is reflected in the standardization 
produced by the homogenizing Hebrew translation: i.e. the European 
linguistic diversity is dismissed and substituted by the Hebrew of the 
centre of the system. Hoffmann’s «original-in-brackets» device reinforces, 
then, the idea that the direct speech’s full quotation is not to be trusted as 
a guarantee against interference. The interference and manipulation on the 
reporter’s part may in fact start at the very moment the speaker’s original 
language gets translated into another language inasmuch as to say 
«cucumbers» in Hebrew, so the brackets indirectly suggest, is not the same 
as to say «Gurken» in German. Hoffmann’s text is yet again restoring 
otherness by way of disclosing a multilingual reality. What is more, it 
unmasks the homogenizing convention: the brackets «tell» us rather than 
«show» what normally gets silenced in similar cases of direct speech 
quotation, i.e. that there is a foreign component which has been excluded 
and neutralized. More generally, in this last example the original German 
in brackets works as a kind of comment and subtly reveals that translation 
is taking place not just when the text explicitly brings elements of the 
European foreign languages and adds a parallel translation. Translation, 
the text alludes to in more than one place, is actually a pervasive process 
which equally takes place within the Hebrew of the main text 
(Levenston’s translation, section 29): «When the English (who were 
looking for terrorists) arrested him, he explained that he had left the house 
to escape from the heat and said (were the words translated from the 
Sanskrit?), “the personality ignores the oppressive heat within the 
shrine”».  

Finally, there is a more philosophical sense in which the various 
languages which appear in Hoffmann’s texts, as well as the central role 
translation plays in them, are also part of a more general concern about 
the capacity of language to translate reality. The plurality of languages 
and the complexity of translation as they appear in these texts clearly 
serve to sharpen the idea that there is no straightforward relationship 
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between words and objects. Different languages are not mere repositories 
of different names to objects. At various points in his work, Hoffmann 
thematizes the relation between things and words and points to the 
arbitrary and ever-changing connection between language and reality. His 
characters are often busy exposing and discussing the various ways one 
can refer to and describe things and events. The birth of Bernhard (in 
Bernhard, section 2), for instance, is told by citing the different sentences 
people said when he was born. The various sentences in the Hebrew 
original differ «only» in word order (i.e. «A baby was born to Sigmund and 
Clara», «A baby was born to Clara and Sigmund», «Sigmund and Clara, a 
baby was born to them», «Clara and Sigmund, a baby was born to them»), 
but the point is precisely that this «only», these small differences in syntax 
may actually have significant consequences and demand from us the same 
attention and distrust that Primo Levi (The Periodic Table 1992: p. 60) had 
brilliantly invoked:  

One must distrust the almost-the-same, the practically identical, the approximate, 
the or-even … the differences can be small, but they can lead to radically different 
consequences, like a railroad’s switch points; the chemist’s trade consists in good 
part in being aware of these differences, knowing them close up, and foreseeing their 
effects. And not only the chemist’s trade.”9 

 
Goldfajn, Tal (University of Tel-Aviv, Israel)10 

 

                                                 
9 […] occorre diffidare del quasi-uguale, del praticamente identico, del pressapoco, 
dell’oppure, di tutti i surrogati e di tutti i rappezzi. Le differenze possono essere piccole, ma 
portare a conseguenze radicalmente diverse, come gli aghi degli scambi; il mestiere del 
chimico consiste in buona parte nel guardarsi da queste differenze, nel conoscerle da vicino, 
nel prevederne gli effetti. Non solo il mestiere del chimico. (Levi, Il sistema periodico, 
«Potassio», 1976) 
10 Tal Goldfajn teaches Linguistics, Translation Theory and Spanish-Hebrew 
translation at the University of Tel-Aviv. She is the author of Word Order and Time in 
Biblical Hebrew Narrative (Oxford University Press 1998). 
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